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In the broadest sense,
Hrrie a tone caves form with but a single sinrilarity; they all develop through the solution of Iizne stone , Even this broad principle can be challenged to a very limited degree
through
the conside~.;l-tion
of infrequent
cor r-asion effects.
The caves do not form by a single or, restricted
set of mechanisms as so many authors seem to think.
In the past, critical
distinctions
have been made between the "phr-eattc!'
and "vadose"
states of the dissolving
water.
We deal with continuous
rne-.

chanisrns

in geologic time,

and such divisions

are

rne aningIeae and arbi-

trary.
There is very little difference
between solution deep in a quiet river
and solution in a lake.
There is no evidence that discrete
rates of water
flow exist.
In a given cave area this may not be true;
in the world system
of cave areas,
it will be.
Any differences that exist are local, and are controlled
by local topography.
specific geologic formations
and structures,
particular
climatic
conditions.
and similar variables.
This immediately
brings
us to the point that
it is pointless
to search for a single general
mechanism
of formation
for
e.Il. limestone
caves under any conditions.
The capability of a mass of limestone to enter
by the following general carbonate
equations:

into

solution is

governed

(H+)(HCO;)
(H,CO, )
(H+)(eo;-)
(HeO;)
1
'Yea 'Y2

K
c

(H+)(OH-) CJ_'- Kw
1JiYOH

The substances
on the left
gammas
are the activities.

are the molecular
or ionic
concentrations.
and the Kts , the equilibrium.
constanta.

the
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Any water, not yet in dynamic equi.libr rurn under the condition of these
equations,
may dissolve limestone
and form caves.
Thus, if we have
an
exposed limestone plateau that becomes fractured by faulting, these
cracks,
open to the rainwater,
may enlarge into caves.
A similar
mass of limestone near the ocean might subside and become Invaded by salt water.
Yet
a third body might suffer ,a lower.ing of local base
level, and develop
a
horizontal
network of storm 'channels. What. except for solution itself.
is
the common mechanism among such cases?
We do not, demand that
have a common mechanism
the caves?

every lake. every valley.
for its origin,. Why then.

or every
mountain
do we demand it of

Ldmes tcne caves are formed by solution. We do not yet know the rate
equation.
but one can safely hypothesize that, in general.
the farther
the
waters
are from saturation
conditions, the more rapid will be the solution
actdon , The more frequently
the waters are exchanged.
the more rapid will
be the solution action.
Limestones
are not pure calcium
carbonate;
they
are impure and have varying degrees of solubility.
The more soluble limestones,
as, for example.
dense,
highly fractured
Mississippian
limestones.
dis solve faster,
and therefore
form cave s more readily.
In many of the previous
attempts to explain caves,
the authors
have
been familiar with but a single cave area.
Within such a bounded region,
we often find distinct and consistent
mechanisms
for cave origin. These are
not. however.
extensible
to all caves. An author who deals solely with the
cavea and cenotes of the Yucatan peninsula might arrive
at an entirely
different
theory of cave formation
than an author who has studied only the
mountainous
karst of the Pyrenees;
and they could both be in disagreement
with a student of the storm channels of Indiana.
Unless
we allow for this
variation.
there is no way of comparing the reports
and studies from different
areas.
For this reason.
the agreement
and disagreement
between
authors
have often rested more on the background
of their individual
speteological field work than on actual general observations.
Still other writers
have attempted to explain
caves
from general
studies
of the literature.
Without a unifying principle--the
recognition of diversity-the
latter authors
also fall into the same trap and become unknowingly selective in their choice
of evidence.
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Almost any cave has some of the elements to fit most of the theories.
The
remaining
observations
are often explained away as the obliterating 'effects
of the solution process.
Consider a cave that has been formed
essentially
by stream action.
If an early enough stage is examined, the system might
be called "phr eatdc't-c-o r we might claim quiet solution lasting over a longer
interval,
and followed by stream invasion.
If studied sufficiently,
a cave
may be viewed under many theories and might
provide reasonable
agreement with some parts of most of them. However, it is the fundamental
mechanism that is important
and becomes lost under this system.
The use of
these concepts in the hands of later unskilled observers
then causes
problems and conflicts in interpretation.
In studying limestone
caves, we are dealing with the process of solution.
It is clear that the volume of water filling a cavity will not suffice to dissolve completely the lirnestone
which it is replacing.
We recognize
that it
is necessary to have Borne water flow or circulation.
This water movernent
may be exceedingly slow; so slow as to be unnoticeable
in terms of ordinary
time measurements;
but of fundamental importance
over geologic time.
In the simplest
case,
a body of limestone
is subjected to solution
by
dissolving water which co mmences at a mathernatical
source and disappears
at a mathematical
sink.
Although it is sometimes
convenient to consider
the source and sink as mathematical
points,
they are actually represented
by three-dimensional
surfaces.
Usually these surfaces may be limited to a
small fraction of the total cave boundary which they have generated.
It should
also be recognized that these surfaces may fluctuate
as a function of time.
In general, water movement between these two surfaces flows through openings in the limestone:
cracks,
fissures,
joint planes,
and similar
zones
of
weakness. In a few cases,
as typical of some fresh-water
travertines,
movement takes place through the porous limestone
itself, although this is
not
the common mechanisrn.
In the usual case,
it is rather the fractures
and
joints that control
the fundamental pattern
of cave growth, regardless
of
whether they have a subaqueous system or subaerial
water trickling through
the open joints.
The water will always tend to flow along the gradient, or path of rnaximum potential difference.
In an open crack system,
this path will strive
to
approximate a vertical drop. In a system of cracks entirely filled with water,
certain channels will have a higher flow potential,
which is to say that the
combination of path resistance
and wall friction
offer a total minimum
re,
sistance to the flow of the water. The function of the gravitational
field is
important in determining
these optimum paths.
Such favored paths will have
a higher flow rate, and consequently will dissolve
at a more rapid rate than
the alternate paths.
This flow rate will lead to more rapid solution which,
in turn, makes a path still more favorable.
In this manner,
a general
fracture pattern,
if cornpletely
subaqueous.
will eventually channel into a
very few main passages,
as long as the boundary conditions at the source
and sink remain constant.
Actually, the function is complicated.
The water
achieves a different state of saturation depending on its path distance
from
the source.
This degree of saturation
will change with the flow rate
or
with any change of the fundamental dissolving
variables
of temperature,
pressure,
pl-l, ionic strength,
and carbonate
concentration.
This, in
turn,
could lead to a change of the optimum path.
Obviously, any relocation
of the source and sink surfaces will act in a similar manner.
The main
difference between a subaerial
network and a subaqueous network is
that
the former is sharply influenced by the frictional
history of the entire network: a constricted
region down-gradient has a distinct effect. On the other
hand, the subaerial
network is almost completely
uninfluenced by the sys3
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tern through which the water has not yet passed.
It is concerned only with
the frictional
history that has contributed to the velocity
and saturation
of
the water already at a given point.
At first glance, these functdone seem so complex
as to make hopeless
correlation
among any caves.
However, if we examine a specific cave region, we find that an averaging
occurs,
and that caves of a given region
often bear pronounced relationships
and similarities
to other caves of the
same region.
Sometimes,
caves of widely diverse
regions are also strikingly similar.
It is these related
caves that we wish to compare, not
the
average
diverse caves.
To the extent that we refine our tools of analysis,
we may compare caves having less and less in ccrnmon,
In order to make such co rnp ae isone possible,
we introduce the concept
of the "cave physiographic pr-ovinc e;' This is done by defining a cave province as a group of caves in a single geologic formation
or in immediately
adjacent
formations, wh-ich has been undergoing a uniform history of development. To understand thoroughly the formation of any cave, it is neces sary
not only to study the individual
cave, but any adjacent caves; and to account
for the similarities
and differences
among them.
Most of the time, in defining a cave province, it is possible
to find all stages of growth represented. In cases where this is not possible, we must examine the situation even
more closely and be able to give clear explanations for any of the missing
stages.
Caves in different
provinces
should not be loosely compared,
but
related only to the extent that similar conditions are found in both provinces.
Such comparisons
then have a high validity. Descriptions
under this pattern
also introduce
order and useability
into an overwhelrrdng
mass of currently
disordered
observations.
As different provinces are compared,
the multitude
of formation
mecharri arrra becomes clearly evident. Caves of a single province are seen
as
variations
on a theme, but a theme entirely different from other provinces.
In the caves of the Shenendoah Valley, we see solution systems in different
stages of maturity and re-solution.
When viewed over a short interval,
they
are seen to bear a certain
group likeness.
In the fissure caves of the
Mother Lode of California,
we have a very different
series of cracks
in
) r? .;J\ vertically bedded limestone. They are in no man~~~l~
to the She nan \~'{~! doah Valley,
but have sufficient
internal similarities
to allow
resolution
1;"
into five distinct stages.
The caves of Ar-i.acn.ata
Grand Canyon
illustrate
another
feature-that
cave provinces
may overlap.
Here there is one
province in the Permian Kaibab formation,
and others
in the
Mississippian
Redwall formation,
2000 feet in elevation below the former.
General
statements
about caves should first be tested in different
caves
of the same province, and then in different provinces.
In this manner,
hypotheses may be both tested and extended. It will be interesting
to determine
the value
of the cave physiographic
provinces
as they are extended to the
fields of biology and paleontology.
In other words,
does the physical development of a cave alter its environment
sufficeintly that similar effects
can
be observed
in the biological population?
Cave formation does not proceed
as a single irreversible
mechanism.
There is some validity in arguing
against the term "cycles",
and yet in
many respects
cycles are valid.
In a cave forming by quiet solution
with
a rif;ling and falling lake level,
solution cycles occur--and
a complex
history of water levels will result.
If a cave stream is forced to the roof by
blockage,
the cave reverts
to an earlier period in its history.
The system
is ne ve r identical,
but since we talk freely about river-flooding
cycles,
glacial cycles,
and weather cycles,
all of which are actually irregular
and
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non-identical,
I see no great
confusion to result
from discussing
"cave
cyc Ies ;' In this sense,
we refer to the cycles of r e-eolution, the process
in which the secondary
cave deposits,
or speleothems,
are subjected
to
dis solving waters.
A cave has itnportant cycles of deposition and re-solution
that tnay occur
at various times in its history.
These processes
may not only act at
different
times in different
sections of the same cave, but the sequences themselves may vary. Some re-solution
cycles may be entirely missing in higher
areas.
Deposition in upper chambers may have taken place several
times
while the lower cbambe r e were still flooded.
To understant the
development of a cave,
it is neces sary to correlate
these
local records
into
a
single
sequence that explains all chambers in a logical time development.
To understand the cave province,
it is necessary
to develop a more general sequence that unifies the similar caves into an orderly concept. The detail in one chamber
explains
tlie barely noticeable "anomalies in the next;
the detail in one cave solves
the unexpLa.in ed mysteries
in the next.
To
understand
fully one chamber in a cave. one must not only under-stand
the
cave but also the cave provinc~.
The cave province is a apec ifi.c analytical tool of speleology
designed
to handle the problem of diverse mechanisms of cave formation. It is similar to the physiographic
provinces which relate geologic history by present
topography.
I recommend
it as a valuable approach to recognizing the n umerous
methods by which limestone caves can develop •
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Cave Research Associates
was organized in 1958 as a structure
for conducting research
and dis seminating the results
of cave projects
to other
workers
in the United States and abroad.
With legal assistance
contributed
by Willis S. Slusser,
Cave Research Associates
was incorporated
in 1959
as a non-profit scientific
and educational institution.
The organization
was
not intended to embrace
a general membership;
thus its roll was limited to
several
advisors,
the staff.
and a small group of active collaborators.
assisting in administration.
or conducting research
of professional
caliber.
A
library
was instituted and a regular journal initiated.
Donations by O. H.
Truman and J. L. Rice gave new impetus to the Samwel Cave excavations
and Bower Cave investigations
then under way, and encouraged new projects.
These have been reported
on from time to time in CAVE NOTES.
CAVE
NOTES began in 1959 as a review publication
written by Cave Research
Aaeocrate s members,
but, as funds pe nrrriuted , the journal was expanded to include technical
articles,
news,
and bibliography,
while nonmembers
were invited to submit manuscript.
Although its initial subscription response was monetarily
disappointing, its favorable
reception
by H-.
braries,
scientific institutions,
and other cave groups encouraged its continuance.
Some early problems in preparation
and printing were finally surmounted so that the format quality originally hoped for is being approached.
CAVE STUDIES
was compiled in 1959 from previous
monographs and new
papers
and bound as a unit.
Since then. no new issues have been printed.
but manuscript is now being edited for Number 12. In both journals,
only
original ideas and results of research are accepted for publication as articles.
5
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In 1961 Cave Research Associates
held a joint meeting
with the Cave
Research
Association,
then of the University of Illinois,
to exchange ideas
and integrate
the interests
of affiliated
and independent
cave scientists.
It
was decided to publish CAVE NOTES
mutually as a modest technical
journal
representative
of valuable cave science in the U.S.A.
A second meeting was
held in 1962.
With the beginning of this fifth volume, and our fifth year of operations,
we take the opportunity to thank our subscribers
and patrons
whose interest
has permitted
us to approach our objectives.
With the continued cooperation
of scientific
colleagues
and speleological
organizations.
we can continue to
meet our responsibilities
towards
the preservation
of caves and the furtherance of cave science.

PROCEEDINGS
Secretary's

note:

Thomas Aley, Cave Research
from February
until May. under
He will be primarily
concerned
the Dominican
Republic.
Institute

Associates,
will be conducting field studies
a grant from the Office of Naval Research.
with hydrological
studies in Jamaica
and

of Speleology:

An Institute
of Speleology,
within the Department! of Zoology, has
been
established
at the University
of Kentucky, to pr-omote
research
in all
aspects of cave science.
Research
programs are underway at Mammoth Cave
National
Park,
Carter
Caves.
and other cave eyete ms in Kentucky
and
neighboring
states.
The present
staff and their
fields
of interest
are:
Thomas
C. Barr,
systematics
and ecology of invertebrates,
especially
Coleoptera;
Wayne H. Davis, mammalian
ecology, especially
of the Chirop·
tera; and Robert A. Kuehne, litnnology and ichthyology.
Collaborating
with
the Institute
are members
of the Departments of Anthropology,
Botany, and
Microbiology,
and the Kentucky Geological Survey. Correspondence
concerning the Institute
chould be addressed
to: Dr. Thomas C. Barr,
Director,
Institute
of SpeIeology, Room 14. Funkhouser Biological
Sciences Building,
University
of Kentucky, Lexington,
Kentucky.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY'
ALEXANDER,
CHAS. P.
A new cave-inhabiting
NewZealand.
New Zealand
Jill of Science,

crane-fly (Tipulidae,
Diptera) from
vol. 5, no. 2, p.137-140. June 1962.

Gynoplistia
troglophila,
known only from a cave at Paturau, West Nelson, is
of considerable
interest
for its structural
modifications,
making it the only
crane-fly
which maybe a true cave-dweller.
--R.G.

*Representing
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articles

in journals

not exclusively

devoted to the cave sciences.

VOLUME

Notes on the Myolis of the Carlsbad
BAKER,JAMESK.
August 1962.
ogy,
vot , 43, no. 3, p, 427-428.

Caverns.

Jrd of

s,

NO.

Mammal-

Natural history observations
on bats of the genus Myotis
are presented from
Vandalized Cave and Carlsbad Caverns. In the latter,
three species of
Myolis
presently
occupy the cave, and two others are known only as skeletal remains.
--R.G.
BENINGTON,
F., C. MELTON,
and P. J. WATSON. Carbon dating prehistoric
soot
from Salts Cave, Kentucky.
American
Antiqu,ity,
vo'L, 28, p. 238-241.Oct. 1962.
Torches were used for light
in Salts Cave during the late Archaic or Early
Woodland periods (3075 ! 140 B. P.) by people seeking mirabilite
and gypswn for
use
as medicine and pigment.
Manythousands of tons
of these minerals
were
mined from Salts Cave by pre-Columbian peop'les.
--G.W.M.
BROWN,W. H., W. S. FYFE, and F. J. TURNER.
Aragonite in California glaucophane
schists,
and the kinetics
of the aragonite-calcitp.
transformation.
Jill of Petrology'
vol. 3, p. 566-582.
October 1962.
Extrapolation
from experimental runs in the temperature range of 198-295 °c
shows that at 20°C it would require about 2 million years for a la,'r conversion
of aragonite
into calcite.
The same conversion
would take place in boiling
water

--G.W.M.

in 70 years.

CHAMBERLIN,
JOSEPHC. New and little-known false scorpions from caves, belonging to the families
Chthoniidae and Neobisiidae
(Arachnida,
Chelonethida).
American
Museum of
Natural
History,
Bull.,
vol. 123, p , 303-352. April 1962.
Includes cave records from South Africa, Europe, Australi~ and Unfted States
(principally
from Alabama).
The probable degree
of cave modification
is mentioned,
since many species seem to be pre-adapted to caves,
especially
those
found in guano.
--R.G.
CHEW,R. M. Porcupines in the Chiracahua Mountains, Southeastern Arizona.
JIll
of Mammalogy,
vol. 41) no. 1, p, 132· 133. Feb. 1960.
Porcupines,
Ere dweo»
dorsatum,
once considered rare in this area, have been
from the Virtue
increasingly
encountered in the last decade. They are reported
--R.G.
Mine and are seen regularly
in BuckelewCave.
JEGLA, THOMAS
C., and JOHNS. HALL.
in Mammoth
Cave. jnl of Mammalogy,

A Pleistocene deposrt of the Free-tailed
Bat
voL 43, no. 4, p , 477-481. Nov. 1962.

Apparently
Tad-arid-a
brasiliensis
deposited
great amounts of guano in this
cave 38 000 years ago, during the SangamonInterglacial,
but moved south upon
1
the approach of the Wisconsin glacier and has not returned.
--R.G.
KRUTZSCH,
PHILIP H. A summer colony of male Little
vol. 42, no. 4, p. 529-530.
November1961.

Brown Bats.

Jnl of Mammalogy,

It

has been generally believed
that during
the reproductive season female
lucifugus,
with their young, congregate
in nursery colonies
while
the
males disperse.
In Hellhole Cave, West Virginia,
'the first
large summer aggregate of males was found.
--R.G.
Myotis

lnl of Ma.mmalogy,
MALY,ROBTG. Second record of Eastern Big-eared Bat in Ohio.
voL, 43, no. 1, p- 108. February 1962.
was taken from a limestone cave in mid-winter,
The bat
Plecotus
rafinesquii
Ohio.
--R.G.
in Green Township, AdamsCounty,
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MARTIN,
noBTL.
voi • 42, no. 4,
Evidence is
sp. and

Vole predation on bats in an Indiana cave.
p , 540-541.
November "1961.

given that

Myo£is,

Pipistrellus

the prairie
vole,
Microtus
in Ray's Cave.

Jnlof

Mammalogy,

preys on
--R.G.

ochrogastcr,

subfalvus

McGREGOR,
DAN R.,
EUGENE
C. PENDERY,
and DON L. McGREGOR.Solution caves in
gypsum,
North Central Texas.
Jill of Geology,
vof • 71, no. 1, p , 108-115. Jan.
1963. '

Lists 13 caves formed in massive gypsum beds located in North Central Texas.
Acoounts of geologic history
and descriptions
of solution features
are given
for two of the caves; one said to be of vadose origin, the other, phreatic.

--L.A.R.
NICHOLAS,
BRO.
can
Midland

G.
Checltlist of troglobitic
Naturalist,
vot , 69, no. 1,

Organisms in six classes and 25 orders,
ly listed
in the literature
as troglobites,
in cave environments.

organisms of middle America.
p , 165-188.
July 1962,

Ameri-

totalling 170 species,
are presentor are knownonly from collections
--R.G.

POBEGUIN,
TH.,
and B. GEZE.
vaz-Lebt.Lf t e de la constitution
mineralogique
des
"mondmt.I'cbs";
Soc. S'avanles
Paris,
86th Congress,
Sec. Scientifiques,
Comples
p , 357-364.
1961.
Rendue«,

Moonmilks have been found which consist
of the following minerals:
calcite,
hydromagnesite ,
nesquehoni-te , magnesite,
dolomite, hunti te , taranaki te, and
brushite,
as well as several unnamed species.
Moonmilkconsists
of extremely
fine mineral grains
held in a relatively
stable suspension which has a milky
appearance. The term should be restricted
to this texture and not used to refer
to a specific chemical or mineralogical composition.
--G.W.M.
RODGERS, THOMAS L.
Report of Giant Salamander in California.
p. 646-647.
1962.

1962, no. 3,

Copeia,

An expedition
to the high Trinity Mountain count-ry discovered the California
Giant Salamander,
Dicamptodon
e n s atu s ,
larvae Lfv Lng in SUbmerged caves and
limestone wells.
VALENTINE,
B. D. The range of the Cave Salamander,
Eurycea
lucifuga,
Rafinesque,
in Alabama.
Hcrpetologica,
vot , 18, no. 3, p , 214. October 1962.

A report on additional collections that better define the range of this spectes in Alabama, as well as a record from Corkscrew Cave, Shelby County, the
southernmost site
YAGINUMA,
no•. 15,

yet discovered.

TAKEO.
Cave spiders in Japan.
p , 65-77.
March 1962.

--a.G.

Osaka

Museum

of

Natural

History,

Bull.,

Of the 40 cave spiders known in Japan,
20 are troglobites.
The variation
through isolation is discussed for the Leptonetid,
Cybae Ld, and Nesticid
spiders.
--G.W.M.
Contributors:

8

G.W.M., George W. Moore; L.A.R.,

Leigh Readdyj R.G.,

R. Graham.

